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NIRMANA
Nirmana,the Civil Engineering Association of 
Rajagri School of Engineering and Technology 
provides a great platform to stimulate the 
co-curricular and extra curricular skills in 
students.
 
Nirmana,officially inaugurated in August 2016,
stillstill continues its successful journey with 197
students and 17 faculty members.Nirmana has
divided the students into four groups -
Smeaton,Whipples,Eiffelson and Telfods and
conducted various  competetions to enhance the 
competitive spirit among the  students.

The association is also involved in the 
publicatiopublication of the annual magazine- “SHILLA”,
and the informal newsletter- “KRITHI” for 
highlighting the latest innovations in Civil 
Engineering and the activities of the association.
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SHILA
SHILA, 
the official magazine 
of NIRMANA,show-
cases the talents of 
the students of 
Civil Engineering 
department of 
RSET.It is the first of 
its kind which proj-
ects  modern innova-
tion and development 
all around the world 
in the form of articles 
and essays. This 
magazine is a way to 
channel the interest 
of upcoming Civil 
Engineering 
graduates and mould 
their future by 
enlightening them of 
the various
innovations and 
developments taking 
place across the 
globe.
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

It gives me immense pleasure to be a part of Nirmana 
magazine, Shila 2020.  We have made tremendous strides 
to bring you this edition of Nirmana.
   
This magazine is a venture from our side to bring out the 
best from the talented young minds from among us. It is 
filled with activities for our  Civil Engineering 
DepartmenDepartment as well as and advancements in construction 
related activities.

Civil Engineering gives immense possibilities to the 
young and talented youth. Nirmana is an attempt to 
bring out the best in each one of us. My sincere gratitude 
to all those who have  been associated with this venture.   
It was indeed an enriching experience .

ADITH V ARUN
(EDITOR)
S8 CIVIL
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MESSAGES
The Nirmana  magazine is also a great  work from the 
CCivil Engineering Department of RSET. It bears long hours 
of hard work that they have put in with the objective of 
bringing out an  exceptional work. I congratulate each 
member  who have  worked behind the scenes to make it a 
success.I hope and pray that Nirmana 2020 will become 
their launch pad towards a higher horizon.

Rev. Fr. (Dr.) MathewVattathara
 CMI –( Director )

Prof.(Dr). P. S. Sreejith 
( Principal)

Dr.John M George
 ( Dean & Vice Principal)

Being exposed to a very dynamic worldview, students of 
today are a force to be reckoned with. They are intelligent, 
inquisitive and will pull out all the stops to learn more. 
The Civil Engineering Department’s initiative to launch 
the magazine Shila, is commendable. The third edition 
will hopefully add a new dimension to the way our 
suggestions and goals are communicated. Good luck to
  everyone involved!

Civil engineering provides enormous opportunities 
for creative and talented minds to achieve greater 
heights.The purpose of quality education is to bring 
out the best from each and every student.My best 
wishes for Shila 2020 . Let us  aspire to create a 
symphony in the hearts of  young minds. Congratula-
tions to the Civil Department for this creative venture.
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MESSAGES
A mind that vacuums itself of thought, of the creation and 
propagation of new ideas, and mounts a vociferous protest 
against rationality, is a barren landscape. The launch of the 
third edition of Shila, the Civil Engineering Department’s 
magazine, is a laudable move towards encouraging the 
expansion of thought. The magazine strives to be an 
endeavour that succeeds at being inclusive and 
ttransformative. I sincerely hope that Shila achieves just 
that.

I appreciate shila team and cordinators for the wonderful 
work.I wish you all happy a reading .

Technology is moving at breakneck speed and birth-
ing innovations that are redefining a lot of what we 
do. Consequently, technical and creative skills are un-
dergoing a massive rejig. Therefore, there is an urgent 
need to fashion some amount of insight out of the 
motley array of ideas being disseminated. The third 
edition of Shila, is a welcome addition to the body of 
work that allows a new vision to filter in. Best wishes 
to the Civil Engineering Department of Rajagiri 
School of Engineering and 
Technology in this endeavour.

Prof. Vincent K John
HOD CE Department

KEVIN KOSHY
(Sub Editor)
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INCREASED PREFABRICATION 

“Prefabrication and modular construction processes have
 been used for years, but today, with the emergence of
 new technologies and construction practices, we have the ability
 to utilize these strategies to create innovative and quality 
 buildings,while also improving construction productivity,” said     
Harvey Bernstein, Vice President of Industry Insights and 
AllianAlliances at McGraw-Hill

MERLIN ANN SAJU
           S4 CE

Prefabrication, or “Prefab” for short, is a broad category that refers to a 
construction process where some building elements are built off-site and 
when completed, shipped to a construction site for installation on that site. 
Prefabrication seeks to effect significant efficiencies in the construction 
process that should also result in a significant cost savings. The shorter the 
construction period, the less construction period carrying costs, such as 
real estate taxes, insurance, interest and other construction period carrying 
costcosts typically referred to as “soft costs”, and the sooner the building can 
start generating revenue.

Modularization is a construction method where an entire unit of a building 
is constructed off-site, rather than smaller, structural components as with 
panelization. Modular units require the least amount of on-site 
construction time, as all plumbing, electrical, and even design finishes have 
typically already been installed in the facility. This leaves only the task of 
assembling the modular units together to form a completed building. 
MModular buildings are very versatile and can be designed and built to serve 
virtually any function. They are particularly well suited, though, for 
buildings such as hotels, apartments, student housing, and any other types 
that typically consist of many repetitive units serving similar functions. 

MODULARIZATION
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When properly implemented, modular construction offers considerable op-
portunity to improve project performance. However, the construction 
industry continues to struggle to achieve higher levels of modularization. 
Since the characteristics and environments in dense urban areas differ to 
those in rural areas, strategy, pre-project planning, project execution plan-
ning, and actual execution of modular construction should also differ. 
However, research so far has not focused on the implementation of modular 
methods in urban environments.

The primary advantage of these techniques is increased productivity, 
especialespecially when construction schedules are tight, bids are competitive, and 
skilled labor is scarce. Other advantages include enhanced simplified 
onsite logistics and better protection from weather damage. Prefabrication 
and modularization help decrease material waste and create less disruption 
to the surrounding environment. Modular buildings are also useful and 
cost-effective for temporary and seasonal work structures. 

To expand the use of prefabrication and modularization in projects, con-
struction professionals should calculate their return on investment and 
measure the expected pay-back time frame. Other considerations include 
delivery times, quality control, procurement, and labor relations. These
 industry techniques are not new, but they are changing as the needs of 
society evolve and become more specific and sophisticated.

As modular buildings spend more time in off-site facilities during the modular construction process, 
the conditions are under even greater control for a larger portion of the entire process, which results in 
the greatest efficiency and quality of any of the prefabrication techniques for large-scale commercial 
construction
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Drones in Civil Engineering
Civil engineering has long been at the forefront of innovation and there-
fore there is no surprise at the recent push to incorporate new drone tech-
nology in its latest projects. The use of drones to create topographical sur-
veys has very clear benefits to the world of civil engineering. In the past, 
all land surveying was carried out by hand. This process was slow and 
required operatives to enter hazardous environments to produce the land 
surveys needed before planning, design and construction can start. And 
now it is easier as drones enter the arena

Josline Varghese
           S4 CE

An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAVs), also known as drone technology, is 
used for different types of application in the civil engineering. Drones act as 
tools that increase communication between construction participants, 
impimproves site safety, uses topographic measurements of large areas, with 
using principles of aerial photogrammetry is possible to create buildings 
aerial surveying, bridges, roads, highways, saves project time and costs, etc. 
The use of UAVs in the civil engineering can brings many benefits; creating 
real-time aerial images from the building objects, overviews reveal assets 
and challenges, as well as the broad lay of the land, operators can share the 
imaging with personnel on site, in headquarters and with sub-contractors, 
plannerplanners can meet virtually to discuss project timing, equipment needs and 
challenges presented by the terrain. The aim of this contribution is to 
create a general overview of the use of UAVs in the civil engineering. The 
contribution also contains types of UAVs used for construction purposes, 
their advantages and also disadvantages.

Drones greatly reduce the labor and time involved in producing accurate 
surveys. Drones eliminate much of the human error involved in the process 
and have the ability to capture necessary data in much less time than tradi-
tional methods would take. Drones provide superior endurance and intelli-
gence on job sites. 
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Their ability to collect and report data allows them to complete work 
faster. Drones that feature mounted cameras can provide video footage to 
facilitate communication and surveillance. They allow companies to keep 
tabs on employees and workers and are considered an increasingly invalu-
able tool for superintendents and investors. Whether the drones are used 
to maintain the safety of employees or to protect the job site from theft or 
vandalism, they are steadily seeing greater implementation in the con-
struction industry. Drones have the ability to be practically everywhere at 
the same time.

DRONES
at   work

They don't just reduce theft and keep workers safer; they create an 
around-the-clock, real-time monitoring system that has already been ad-
opted by a number of construction companies.
While drones provide various advantages for your construction company, 
they aren't without some drawbacks to consider. In the United States, the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has implemented a mandatory reg-
istration of all UAVs before flight to receive a certification that allows opera-
tion of unmanned aerial vehicles in construction legally. An often-over-
looked additional cost of UAVs is better insurance to help cover these risks 
and minimize loss caused by accident

Innovative and rapidly evolving, the better drones will benefit civil engineers 
and surveyors. Their contribution to quality performance and lower costs 
will benefit their customers, too.
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is an aggregative term for describing when a machine 
mimics human cognitive functions, like problem-solving, pattern recognition, 
and learning. With our aspirant engineers we expect the spread of AI in the con-
struction sector to be modest in the immediate future. The budding Engineer’s 
can no longer afford to see AI as pertinent only to other industries. Engineering 
and construction will need to catch up with AI methods and applications. That is 
the only way to contend with incoming market competitors and to remain 
relevant.

JOYS JOY
           S4 CE

The potential applications of AI in our field is vast. Several applications al-
ready use Al, for example, getting better designs for buildings through gen-
erative designs,etc. Building Information Modeling is a 3D model-based 
process that gives architecture, engineering and construction professionals 
insights to efficiently plan, design, construct and manage buildings and in-
frastructure. In order to plan and design the construction of a building, the 
3D models need to take into consideration the architecture, engineering, 
mechanical,mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) plans and the sequence of ac-
tivities of the respective teams

The potential applications of AI in our field is vast. Several applications al-
ready use Al, for example, getting better designs for buildings through    
generative designs,etc.                                                 Building Information Mod-
eling is a 3D model-based                                            process that gives architec-
ture, engineering and                                                construction professionals 
insights to efficiently                                                 plan, design, construct and 
manage buildings and                                               infrastructure. In order to 
plan and design the                                                    construction of a building, 
the 3D models need to                                              take into consideration the 
architecture, engineering, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) 
plans and the sequence of activities of the respective teams.

AI in Civil Engineer’s 
Perspective 
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A problem faced due to the introduction of AI in the industry is that it will 
address labour shortage. Labour shortage and a desire to boost the indus-
try’s low productivity are compelling construction firms to invest in AI and 
data science. Reports say that construction firms could boost productivity 
by as much as 50 percent through real-time analysis of data.  Construction 
companies are starting to use AI and machine learning to better plan for 
distribution of labour and machinery across jobs. 

Now-a-days there are companies that are starting to offer self-driving con-
struction machinery to perform repetitive tasks more efficiently than their 
human counterparts, such as pouring concrete, bricklaying, welding, and 
demolition. Excavation and preparation work is being performed by au-
tonomous or semi-autonomous bulldozers, which can prepare a job site 
with the help of a human programmer to exact specifications.They use 
facial  recognition, onsite cameras, and similar technologies to assess 
wworker

Robotics, AI, and the Internet of Things can reduce building costs by up to 20 percent. 
Despite the predictions of massive job losses,  Leaders at construction companies 
should prioritize investment based on areas where AI can have the most impact on 
their company’s unique needs. Early movers will set the direction of the industry and 
benefit in the short and long term.
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RECYCLED CONCRETE USING

Researchers at the Institute of Industrial Science, a part of The 
University of Tokyo, have developed a new procedure for recy-
cling concrete with the addition of discarded wood. They found 
that the correct proportion of inputs can yield a new building 
material with a bending strength superior to that of the original 
concrete. This research may help drastically reduce construction 
costs, as well as slash carbon emissions

ANGEL TREASA
           S8 CE

Concrete has long been the material of choice for construction our modern 
world, used in structures such as skyscrapers, bridges, and houses -- to 
name just a few. However, as countries work to constrain their greenhouse 
emissions, concrete production has fallen under increased scrutiny. Con-
crete consists of two parts, aggregate -- which is usually made of gravel and 
crushed stone and cement. It's the production of cement that is blamed for 
a large amount of the carbon dioxide humans release into the atmosphere.        
WitWith traditional methods, reusing old concrete is unfeasible. 

The research team’s first author, Li Liang, explained, “Just reusing the ag-
gregate from old concrete is unsustainable, because it is the production of 
new cement that is driving climate change emissions.” The team, therefore, 
sought to find a better approach, particularly one that would “help promote 
the circular economy of concrete,” according to the University of Tokyo.

Led by Asst. Prof. Yuya Sakai, scientists at The University of Tokyo ground 
pieces of such waste concrete into a powder, then added water, along with 
lignin obtained from wood waste. Lignin is a highly crosslinked organic 
polymer, and is a key component of the support tissue in vascularized (wa-
ter-conducting) plants – it's what gives wood its rigidity.  In this case, lignin 
fills the gaps in the concrete and functions as an adhesive when mixed with 
waste concrete powder .

WOOD FIBRES
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When subsequently tested, the recycled concrete was found to have more 
bending strength than the original concrete from which it was made. As an 
added bonus, because of its lignin content, the material should likely bio-
degrade once discarded. The method could also be extended to recycle 
other types of discarded plant matter, instead of wood, or even brand-new 
concrete made from plants, sand, and gravel.

The mixture was then simultaneously heated and placed under high pres-
sure. It was found that by precisely tweaking variables such as the con-
crete/lignin ratio, water content, temperature, plus the amount and dura-
tion of pressure, the lignin formed into a highly-effective adhesive, bind-
ing the pieces of concrete powder together

These findings can promote a move toward a greener, more economical 
construction industry that not only reduces the stores of waste concrete 
and wood, but also helps address the issue of climate change.
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CLOUD COMPUTING IN 

Cloud computing is essentially storing your processed data into 
the cloud which is a more powerful machine. Before the internet 
came into the picture, the processed data was stored locally on 
your hard drives, and once your hard drive fills up, you either de-
letes the data or copies it into an external hard dive. But with the 
introduction of broadband, these data could be transferred hun-
dred times faster due to large bandwidth. As the devices were 
onlinonline 24/7, you could store and process the data over the inter-
net. Cloud computing outsources the data processing and stor-
age to more powerful machine

AKASH K.R
S4 CE

Data sharing and storage facility is one of the benefits offered by cloud. 
Large amount of data can be stored and accessed by anyone. It provides cen-
tralized access to the particular project information for anyone on the team. 
This means that unwanted data sharing is reduced and also work time is 
saved. Also, problems related to physical storage like loss, damage or theft of 
data are also eliminated as cloud provides high security and unlimited stor-
age

Interconnected worksites are the platforms offered by the cloud which en-
ables the user to get a real-time view of the worksite from anywhere in the 
world. Before the cloud it took many hours of the day to check the status of 
a project which became more faster and easier now. Collaboration with 
cloud helped in easier project coordination and time scheduling as the dy-
namic schedules can be updated and added to the cloud which enables the 
team to access the same.

Cloud has also helped in reducing paper prints. The design files can show 
much more intelligent details about the drawings than in paper prints. This 
not only saves the printing costs but also provides more information about 
the construction model. With the introduction of building information 
modelling (BIM), the models have become more intelligent and informa-
tive.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
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Cloud computing is the foundation of constructions digital evolution. It 
underpins all the most powerful solutions, and truly enables the industry 
to take advantage of the latest technology. It saves time, effort and money. 
Cloud collaboration and coordination provides easier access to latest proj-
ect information. With its help the whole team can be connected from any-
where around the world for quick and easier communication and informa-
tion sharing. Cloud is the future of the digital era.
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3D PRINTING IN 

3D printing is a process by which physical objects are created by 
depositing materials in layers based on a digital model. All 3D 
printing processes require software, hardware, and materials to 
work together. The first 3D printer was invented in 1983 by 
Charles W. and over the last decades, 3D printing has become 
one of the fastest growing technologies nowadays. In its early 
days, it was very complicated and expensive technology. Over the 
yearyears, 3D printing started to be present in everyday life and 
printers became commonly used in industrial practice. 

3D printing can also be referred to as ‘additive manufacturing,’ especially 
when referring to its use within a manufacturing setting. As the technolo-
gy continues to grow, 3D printing technology can be used to create every-
thing from prototypes and simple parts to highly technical final products 
such as airplane parts, life-saving medical implants, automobile and even 
artificial organs using layers of human cells . There are more ways to use 
this technology. 

The starting point for any 3D printing process is a 3D digital model, 
which can be created using a variety of 3D software programs, for 
Makers and Consumers there are simpler, more accessible programs 
available or scanned with a 3D scanner. The model is then ‘sliced’ into 
layers, thereby converting the design into a file readable by the 3D print-
er. The material processed by the 3D printer is then layered according to 
design and process. As stated, there are a number of different types of 
3D3D printing technologies, which process different materials in different 
ways to create the final object. Functional plastics, metals, ceramics and 
sand are, now, all routinely used for industrial prototyping and produc-
tion applications

Aleena Ann Jacob
           S8 CE

CONSTRUCTION
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The different types of 3D printers each employ a different technology that 
processes different materials in different ways. Similar technique for 3D 
printing is selective laser sintering (SLS) that laser is used to melt particles 
of powder together to create an object. Materials used in the SLS technolo-
gy usually have high strength and flexibility. The most popular ones are 
nylon or polystyrene.3D printing technology to use building will be in-
crease sustainability. Houses can be built based on the material life cycle, 
that can be used in evaluating the environmental sustainability of building 

3D printing technology to use building will be increase sustainability. 
Houses can be built based on the material life cycle, that can be used in 
evaluating the environmental sustainability of building materials. Creat-
ing the buildings with complicated shapes, may become one of the biggest 
advantages for most architects. Their imagination will be able to defeat 
previous obstacles related to limitation of traditional techniques of build-
ing. 3D printing may transform nowadays architecture, nevertheless, this 
technique should be developed taking into consideration sustainability 
issues both for material selection and construction method. 
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SOLAR FIBRE OPTIC 

Solar fibre optic lighting setups are an alternative to traditional 
indoor lights using fibre optic technology. Fibre optic cables are 
designed to carry light from point to point by internally 
reflecting said light along their length. Solar fibre optic setups 
allow you to capture sunlight, transmit it inside, and emit it in 
your home or business.

SACHIN BINNY
           S8 CE

Solar fibre optics lighting gives natural sunlight to the buildings to shine 
light on the rooms without access to windows. There are three major com-
ponents to these systems:
1. Solar collectors/receivers
Much like photovoltaic solar panels and solar hot water system, solar fibre 
optic systems need to collect sunlight, usually on top of a roof. The solar col-
lectors used for fibre optic lighting are usually made of several small mir-
rors that focus sunlight into the fibres that actually transmit light.
2. Fibre optic cables
Once solar collectors capture sunlight, they focus it into the actual fibre 
optic cables that transmit any captured light throughout your building. 
Solar fibre optic cables are like electrical wiring, but instead of transmitting 
power, they transmit light by reflecting the light internally along their 
entire length. Cables are usually made from glass or plastic, and the glass 
versions generally carry light more effectively but come at a higher price 
point.
3. Indoo3. Indoor lights
The last major components of a solar fibre system are the lights themselves. 
Light can travel up to a few hundred feet through fibre optic cables, and at 
the end of each cable is a lighting apparatus that disperses sunlight, just 
like a traditional electrical lighting setup. Fibre optic lighting companies 
often have multiple types of lighting products that provide different light-
ing experiences, from spotlights to large area lighting.

LIGHTING
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There are many benefits in upgrading your home lighting to fibre optics. 
High-quality natural light, less electricity will be used, and you won’t 
have to worry about changing light bulbs in hard-to-reach places.
For most property owners, solar fibre optic lighting won’t be worth the 
initial upfront cost. However, as costs fall and the technology becomes 
more widespread, fibre optic lighting options will become more and 
more viable for all kinds of properties.

The fibre optic cables are usually priced by length, so lighting an area 
of your building that’s further away from your roof will cost more than 
an area close to it. Additionally, the material you use for the cables will 
influence pricing.
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EFFECTS,SEPERATION AND

The main strategy for managing municipal solid waste (MSW) in 
Japan is to promote 3R (reduction, reuse and recycling) (Ministry 
of the Environment, Japan, 2016). The one-day generation of 
MSW per capita in Japan decreased from 1,089 g / person / day in 
2004 to 942 g / person / day in 2016. The recycling rate rose from 
5.3 per cent in 1990 to 20 per cent in 2016. 70.8 wt per cent (wt 
per cent) of MSW is fuel waste (Chifari et al., 2017) and packag-
inging waste (food packaging and other plastic containers) is the 
highest volume-based percentage of MSW (60 vol per cent (v / v 
per cent) and 20 wt per cent). 

JACOB JOSE M
           S8,CE

Waste separation at source is effective for waste recycling. The number of 
categories of waste separation in Japan is up to 25 (Matsumoto, 2011). How-
ever, the quality of the separation of waste is still not sufficient. Some other 
waste is always mixed and further separation is necessary for the recycling 
of waste. Colorful rectangular bins with front position, including packages, 
plastic and paper bins, were the most preferred multi-bins (Keramitsoglou 
and Tsagarakis, 2018). In addition, the set of trash bins (more than one bin) 
incincreased waste separation efficiency by approximately 1.80 times over from 
the single bin (Andrews et al., 2013). 

Waste disposal behavior may also be related to the arrangement of trash 
bins. In previous works of the authors ' group (Jiang et al., 2017), the psycho-
logical preferences of trash bin arrangement were scaled by web question-
naires using a pairwise comparison method with Thurstone's Law of Com-
parative Judgment (Thurstone, 1927).

This study investigated the effects on waste collection, separation efficiency 
and incorrect disposal of trash bin conditions. Tested trash bins are for fuel 
waste, PET bottles, cans, and glass bottles. The results of the monitoring 
were analyzed by statistical tests to distinguish between actual effects and 
experimental errors

PERFORMANCE OF TRASHBINS
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Fig.  Trash bin conditions in the on-site experiments

It may be useful to improve waste management in public areas with a 
high population density, such as shopping malls and air ports. A psy-
chological model-based approach is recommended for further study, in 
particular psychological processes between preference and behaviour.

Since no significant effect was found on the separation efficiency of 
other wastes whose trash bins had been set in the original position, 
an additional 3 m distance to the opposite side could have exceeded 
the threshold distance and caused a low separation efficiency. The 
preference of the bin bin arrangement did not have a significant 
effect on the collection of waste, with the exception of one case. 

The distance to the trash bins along the walking path did not have any sig-
nificant impact on the collection of waste and the others. On the other 
hand, when the distance was out of the way, its increase significantly re-
duced the collection of fuel waste. By contrast, the distance did not have a 
significant effect on separation efficiency and the percentage of foreign 
waste. It has been suggested that the threshold distance that affects waste 
disposal behaviour is between 8 and 410 m.
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BPST IN GEO TECHNICAL 

Biopolymers are polymers produced from natural resources, in-
cluding polysaccharides such as cellulose, proteins such as gela-
tin, casein, and silk, and marine prokaryotes; chemical synthesis 
of bio-derived monomers (e.g., polylactic acid) or microbial ac-
tivities (e.g., xanthan gum, gellan gum) can also produce bio-
polymers. Biopolymers are environmentally friendly and have 
been widely used in food and medical application

JERIN  LALICHAN
           S8 CE

Recently, various avenues have been pursued to use biopolymers in geo-
technical engineering.Recent studies have shown how biopolymers can be 
used for soil strengthening, soil permeability control, erosion reduction, 
dust control, and even water treatment.Biopolymer-based soil treatment 
(BPST) has advantages in terms of rapidity and quantity/quality control 
over other biological soil treatment methods. In particular, endo-cultivat-
ing MICP requires abundant time and resources (e.g., nutrients, aeration, 
cultivation environment control) to ensure sufficient CaCO3 precipitation 
for soil strengthening, with the exact quantity of CaCO3 being largely un-
predictable and case-dependent.

However, the basic concept of BPST involves using biopolymers produced 
from an exo-cultivation facility, where both quantity and quality control are 
available. Moreover, direct biopolymer mixing with soil forms uniform bio-
polymer-treated soil (BPTS) mixtures that show instant strengthening due 
to the electro-static biopolymer-soil matrix formation.

However, most studies have remained at the laboratory research level. 
Advanced studies are required to develop in situ implementation meth-
ods, design criteria and relevant quality control guidelines, and ensure 
the durability and reliability of BPST under real environmental 
circumstances. 

ENGINEERING 
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Moreover, as most biopolymers are hydrophilic and easily adsorb water 
and swell to hydrogels, there is a concern that BPST might lead to 
severe swelling and poor drainage due to biopolymer-induced pore 
clogging. Thus, BPST application must be used with cautious consider-
ation of the site condition (e.g., location of the ground water table) 
and construction purpose.
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AUGMENTED REALITY IN CIVIL 

Augmented Reality (AR) is an advanced technology that 
enableenables superimposition of computer-generated images over 
an existing, real-world view. Augmented Reality offers tremen-
dous benefits to civil engineers and the construction industry. 
Right from comparing the 'as-planned' with the 'as-built' status 
of the projects to enhancing collaboration opportunities, 
recent applications of Augmented Reality in engineering have 
helped in improving the performance in different areas of the 
cconstruction and engineering domains. 

      JIZA JAMES
           S8 CE

Some of the major benefits of using AR in engineering environment are -
• Efficient Translation of Architectural Drawings
ThThe translation of a drawing into full-fledged structure is certainly not 
an easy task. It involves multiple steps, which include identification of 
various structural elements followed by a flawless construction. As a 
project is generally envisaged in stages, errors might slowly creep in 
during construction. However, as AR provides a virtual image of the con-
struction structure, such errors can be easily eliminated.

• Superior Design and Development
AR can be used for optimizing the designs for better utilization of the 
available space, thereby preventing any wastage of space. Spatial models 
can be created using AR, which help the designers in identifying and 
rectifying the flaws while designing. Besides, this technology also helps 
in coming up with innovative designs, as the civil engineer will be able to 
visualize the structure better and make numerous beneficial changes.

• Error Reduction during Construction
OnOne of the most important benefits offered by this technology to civil 
engineers is the minimization of errors that occur while implementing 
the completed design during construction. AR provides a virtual design 
of the entire construction field, making it easier to control various 
processes, thereby helping the engineers achieve a better output.

ENGINEERING
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Augmented Reality in civil engineering and architecture has offered 
proven benefits. Although new applications of this technology are still 
under development, AR is becoming easy to procure in terms of the re-
quired software, hardware, and associated costs. With companies 
seeking new and promising methods to streamline processes, add 
value to the business and improve the bottom line, AR will soon 
become a common term.

• Overall Cost Reduction
As error rectification prevents the possible errors during construc-
tion, the costs associated with the manpower and the materials used 
are also minimized, thereby reducing the overall cost of a
 construction project.

• Easy Review of Project Designs
Building plans under consideration can be easily reviewed by project 
managers and other authorities on a real scale using AR. This helps them 
quickly identify small errors or problems, which have managed to escape 
from the civil engineer's eye and creep into the construction phase.
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KINETIC ROADS
Man in his lifetime, uses energy in one form or the other. In fact 
whatever happens in nature, results, out of the conversion of 
energy in one form or the other? The blowing of the wind, the 
formation of the clouds and the flow of water are a few examples 
that stand testimony to this fact. Road Power Generation (RPG) 
is one of the most recent power generation concepts. This device 
converts the kinetic energy of the vehicles into electric energy by 
installing minstalling moving plate on the road, it takes the stroke motion of 
the vehicles and converts it to the rotary motion by crank 
mechanism and it generates the electricity.

    SARATH PAUL
           S8 CE

Road power generation (RPG) is a system design to capture waste and 
kinetic energy from all vehicles. This device converts the kinetic energy 
of the vehicles into electric energy. This is done by moving plate 
installed on the road, this plate captured very small movement from the 
road surfaces and it transferred to a keyway flywheel system. From 
hundreds of wheel lies a single flywheel having used to driving 
machinemachinery. The RPG included the method of driving one flywheel to an-
other, once it reached predetermining velocity. The RPG flywheel system 
has been developed to achieve large amount of moment of inertia in 
relatively small space.

AA single Kinetic Energy Unit installation in a low traffic area will produce 
on average 2 kWh of power or more per day, turning daily traffic into one 
of the largest sources of alternative power. One Kinetic Energy Unit 
system set in an area with 10,000 vehicles per day will save over 803 lbs of 
CO2 emissions per year from being added to the atmosphere. With the 
addition of Kinetic Energy Units to our streets and highways we could 
offset that footprint by re-capturing the energy of each vehicle that is 
curcurrently being lost.
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Road Power Generation is new type of unconventional source of 
energy. This is a type of vibration harvesting. This uses waste energy of 
vehicles and converts kinetic energy to electric energy. RPG is the 
popossible answer for battery charging station and it may be possible 
that the electric vehicle can be recharge with green power and power 
coming from electric vehicles earns wasted kinetic energy. The higher 
frequency of passing vehicles provides higher capacity of electricity 
generated by road power generation.
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BUILDINGS WITH 

There are a number of direct uses of carbon dioxide by the 
construction industry:Carbon dioxide is one of the most com-
monly used compressed gases for pneumatic systems (pres-
surised gas) in portable pressure tools that are part of the con-
struction industry.MIG/MAG welding uses carbon dioxide as 
an atmosphere, as a means of protecting the weld puddle 
from the surrounding air and oxidizing. When mixed with
argon, a higher welding rate can be achieved which often re-
duces the need for post-weld treatment.

   MARIA BABY
           S6 CE

In manufacturing casting moulds, carbon dioxide helps to ensure their 
hardness and rigidity, and carbon dioxide is also used to create dry ice 
pellets which can be used to replace sandblasting for removing paint 
from surfaces.However, more significantly, there are considerable emis-
sions of carbon dioxide as a result of activities to construct and then op-
erate built assets.

According to the Technology Strategy Board, the construction, operation 
and maintenance of the built environment accounts for 45% of total UK 
carbon emissions (27% from domestic buildings and 18% from non-do-
mestic buildings).The UK Green Building Council says that around 10% 
of the UK’s carbon dioxide emissions are directly associated with con-
struction. This includes the CO2 generated through the entire building 
process like Extraction,Manufacturing (includingthe energy to manufac
ture capital equipment, heating and lighting of factories) transportation 
,construction ,maintenance ,disposal. 

In order to meet emissions targets, the construction industry has been 
trying to adopt various strategies to reduce the level of CO2 that is pro-
duced during construction.

 CARBON DIOXIDE
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It could someday be used as a protective coating or a construction ma-
terial such as panels of a lightweight matrix. Shipping those to a build-
ing site, where they would harden and solidify from exposure to air and 
sunlight, would reduce the energy and cost associated with transporta-
tion.

MIT chemical engineers have come up with a material that can react with 
carbon dioxide from the air to expand and get stronger. As long as its sur-
face is exposed, the carbon-based material continuously reinforces itself 
by capturing and converting the greenhouse gas from the air.The new ma-
terial, a polymer, is a synthetic gel-like substance that performs a chemical 
process similar to the one plants use to incorporate carbon dioxide from 
the air into their growing tissues
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TEMPERATURE REACTIVE 

Moving colour is an innovative technology which takes glass 
tiles to new heights in terms of interior design. These are 
temperature sensitive textured glass tiles  which change 
colour with the ambient, body or water temperature. So when 
someone touches them or if warm water from a shower hits 
them, the tiles then literally “bloom with colour”! How neat is 
that?

       ANAGHA
           S6 CE

Colour-changing dyes and additives have been offered in paper, plastic 
and textiles for some time, but this product takes the idea into a new 
area: glass tiles. Offered in a range of colours and sensitivities, the tiles 
change colour based on ambient temperature, body temperature or 
water temperature - whatever they're touching.

The textured glass sur-
face layer protects and 
highlights the co-
lour-change film on 
the tile. The base color 
of the tile can match 
almost any colour, and 
the temperature 
change point can be fit 
to the user's environ-
ment and require-
ments. The dynamic 
color change begins at 
the selected activation
temperature .

Colour-changing dyes 
and additives have 
been offered in paper, 
plastic and textiles for 
some time, but this 
product takes the idea 
into a new area: glass 
tiletiles. Offered in a range 
of colours and sensitiv-
ities, the tiles change 
colour based on ambi-
ent temperature, body 
temperature or water 
temperature - whatever
they're touching.

GLASS TILES
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But this technology has also been used in art pieces that transform 
with temperature changes: In one, a cityscape changes from a day to a 
night scene, complete with lights. The tiles can be used on floors, walls 
and counters - and, because they use glass that is 20 - 80% recycled, 
they're a green product.

The tiles come in six standard lines; each is a different glass texture, and 
each offers the changing display in different color moods and ranges, all 
matched by complementary decos and liners. In bath/shower rooms and 
other areas, the tiles could form beautiful water temperature safety gauges 
or be a visual room temperature marker.
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Vehicle to Vehicle communication i.e. V2V is a wireless tech-
nology proposed for vehicles which provides easy commuting 
and efficiency in driving and safety to the vehicles connected 
with it. It comprises a wireless network, where automobiles 
send messages to each other with information about what 
they’re doing. 

   KIRAN J KOKKAD  
            S8 CE

This data include speed, location, direction of travel, braking, and loss 
of stability the range is up to 300 meters or about 10 seconds at highway 
speeds. Traffic signals or other stationary devices are called V2I, or vehi-
cle to infrastructure.The suggested model comprises two receiver-con-
nected input devices. The inputs are installed on the vehicle's dash-
board. The receiver, a transmitter and an output device are linked to an 
8051 series microcontroller. 

CONNECTED VEHICLES
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CV technology will provide increased capacity of existing  transporta-
tion networks, in addition to increased roadside safety for motorists 
through the development of overall Intelligent Transportation System 
(ITS), preliminary trials, and the application of these communication 
techniques between cars and infrastructure as shown higher advantages 
that will only improve as time goes by.  These ideas will enhance safety 
on the roadside by interacting with other cars, as well as relaying this 
dadata through the road network, enabling communication between a 
centralized traffic management system and motorists.

 In addition to all systems, an AT89v651 microcontroller is fitted with a 
power supply. On the back side of the car is installed a range sensor. The 
customer can access the input device control in his car. Whenever the user 
meets any unusual or irregular driving conditions, by pressing the input 
touch screen or voice recognition device, he can communicate the condi-
tion to the next car through the outputdevice.
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Spray foam insulation or spray polyurethane foam (SPF) is an 
alternative to traditional building insulation such as fiber-
glass. A two-component mixture composed of isocyanate and 
polyol resin comes together at the tip of a gun, and forms an 
expanding foam that is sprayed onto roof tiles, concrete slabs, 
into wall cavities, or through holes drilled in into a cavity of a 
finished wall."Spray foam" is also an informal term used to 
rerefer to various plastic foam materials that are used in build-
ing construction to provide thermal insulation and minimize 
air infiltration. Polyurethane and polyisocyanurate are two 
types of foam used in this application.

MUHHAMED NIHAD
            S6 CE

Types
Spray polyurethane foam (SPF) insulation can be categorized into two 
different types: light-density open-cell spray foam insulation and medi-
um-density closed-cell spray foam insulation. Both types of SPF are ther-
moset cellular plastics comprising millions of small cells.

Open cell insulation can be crushed in your hand and has a lower insulation 
value. Closed cell is rigid to the touch and each air cell is completely sealed. 
While closed cell foam has a higher R-value, it is more costly to buy.

Open cell spray polyurethane foam insulation being applied in wall cavities.

SPRAY FOAM INSULATION
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Benefits
SpSpray foam insulation, like other insulation, saves on energy costs 
and lowers utility bills. Studies by the US Department of Energy 
show that 40% of a home's energy is lost as the result of air infiltra-
tion through walls, windows and doorways. Buildings treated with 
spray foam insulation insulate as much as 50% better than tradi-
tional insulation products. Insulation properly deployed can be 
part of a system designed to protect against moisture, which pro
vides the benefit of reducing the chance of harmful mold, mildew 
and rotting of wood. In addition to building temperature and 
moisture control, spray foam insulation is often used to reduce 
noise. Foam insulation serves as a barrier to airborne sounds, and 
reduces airborne sound transfer through a building's roof, floor 
and walls compared an uninsulated structure.

Light-Density Open-Cell Spray Foam (ocSPF)
LiLight-density open-cell SPF is commonly known as half-pound foam. 
It is a semi-rigid material with a sponge-like appearance that expands 
during installation and creates small, open cells that are filled with 
carbon dioxide. Due to its ability to expand during the application 
process, it fills cracks, crevices and voids and adheres to irregular sur-
faces or substrates to form an air sealing insulation.

Medium-Density Closed-Cell Spray Foam (ccSPF)
Medium-density closed-cell foam insulation is often referred to as two 
pound (2 lb) foam. It is a rigid insulating material with a Long Term Ther-
mal Resistance (LTTR) R-value that ranges between 5.1 - 6 per inch. When 
the required minimum thickness of 50 mm is installed, ccSPF is both a 
vapour barrier and an air barrier.
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TOUR DE FORCE

1. Abhijith Vasudevan (S6)- 
       Prop dance (1st) 
2. Ajith Sudharshan (S6)- 
      Table tennis (2nd) 
3. Aneeta John (S6) - 
      Wall art (1st)
4.4. Anjana Francis (S6)-
       Thematic dance (2nd)
5. Annette Elsa Varghese (S6)- 
       Battle of bands (1st)
        Western solo (1st)
6. Cenya Saji Kumar (S6) -
        Nostalgia(1st) 
7. Emi Elizabet7. Emi Elizabeth Jobi (S6)-
       Margamkali(1st)
8. Febin Tom (S6)- 
       Handball (1st)
       Prop dance (1st)
9. Jwala Joshi K (S6)- 
       Margamkali (2nd)
10. 10. Martin Kachappilly (S6) -
        Fashion show (1st)
11. Merin Sabu (S6) -
          sports individual champion
          fashion show (1st)
12. Nadiya Faizy (S6) -
         Fashion show (1st)

13. Vaishnav Mohan (S6)- 
       Handball (1st)
14. Zantra V Anna (S6)- 
        Fashion show (1st)
15. Kurien (S4)- 
       Jigsaw tower (2nd)
       M       Mr bean (1st)
16. SARAN PREM (S4)- 
       KTU BASKETBALL 
       DUMB CHARDES
       NEWSPAPER WORD FINDING 
17. Liya (S4)- 
        Ici cognitia- (2nd) 
        Nirman        Nirmana jigsaw tower(3rd)
        Bharatham:
           Folk dance (2nd)
           Thematic dance (1st)
18. Ridhu Joshy (S4)- 
       margamkali  (1ST)
19. Sufi Thomas(S4)- 
             Annual sports meet, 100m(3rd) 
20. Merlin(S6)- 
       Battle of brains(3rd)
21. Joys (S4)- 
       Battle of brains-3rd
     Fashion show (1st)
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TOUR DE FORCE

22. Keerthi P R (S4)- 
       Bharatham-
         English elocution-3rd 
23. Alna B Chungath (S4)- 
        Nostalgia 
24. Alina David (S4) - 
           Maze run event
25. Amritha Dalbroy (S4)-
       Thematic dance (2nd)
26. Rose Jos (S4)- 
        Maze run event
27. Reeta Shaju (S8) -
        S7 Badminton Zone(1st)
        S7 Badmin        S7 Badminton Inter-Zone(1st)
        S8 Badminton Zone(1st)
        S8 Badminton Inter-Zone(1st)
         VolleyBall Zone(3rd)
28. Irene Anna Reju (S8)-
         Table Tennis Zone(2nd)
         VolleyBall Zone(3rd)
                  Javelin RSET (2nd)
29.  Jihan Ashraf (S8)- 
         Mehandi(2nd)
         Jam Sketch (3rd)
         Caricature(3rd)
         Paper Collage(2nd)

30. Jiza James (S8)- 
        Paper Collage(1st)
31.Anjana Sunil (S8)- 
        Nirmana Event (1st)
        ICI Event(2nd)
        Synchro Dance(1st)
332. Binna Paul (S8)- 
       Campus Literature Quiz(2nd)
       ICI Cognita Event (1st)
33. Kevin Anniyachan (S8)- 
       Paper Collage(2nd)
34. Jerin  Lalichan(S8)- 
        Calligraphy(2nd)
335. Geo Darwin Peter (S8)- 
        Nadan Pattu(1st)
        Western Band(3rd)
        Eastern Band(3rd)
       Instrumental String(2nd)  
36. Niranjana Sunil(S8)- 
       Bob it up Nirmana event(3rd)
       M       Mr Bean Nirmana event(2nd)
       Pictioneria Nirmana event(3rd)
37. Chinnu  Treasa(S8)- 
       Campus Literature Quiz(2nd)
       Elocution Malayalam(1st)
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TOUR DE FORCE

40.  Sangeetha Baby (S8)- 
         Bob it up Nirmana event(3rd)
         Mr Bean Nirmana event(2nd)
         Pictioneria Nirmana event(3rd)    
41. Bibina Paul (S8)- 
         Paper Collage (1st) 
42.42. Ashrin Saira Paul (S8) - 
         Paper Collage (1st)
43. Praveen Mathew (S8)-
         Cricket Zone (1st)
         Cricket Inter-Zone (2nd)
44. Aleena Anna Jacob (S8)- 
         Paper Collage(2nd)
                  Mehandi Design(2nd)
         Relay 4x100(1st)
         Relay 4x200(1st)
         Hunkar Bharatham(2nd)
45. Ankith Utham (S8) -
        Western Band (3rd) 
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